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Abstract In this paper we present three concepts that

address movement-based interaction using camera

tracking. Based on our work with several movement-

based projects we present four selected applications,

and use these applications to leverage our discussion,

and to describe our three main concepts space, rela-

tions, and feedback. We see these as central for

describing and analysing movement-based systems

using camera tracking and we show how these three

concepts can be used to analyse other camera tracking

applications.
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1 Introduction

Every interaction is in some sense movement-based:

pressing a key, moving the mouse, or uttering a sound.

By emphasizing the word movement in movement-

based interaction though, movement is no longer just

the source of interaction; it becomes the central ele-

ment in the interaction. Movement-based interaction

seems to be especially suited for interaction that takes

place in a public or social context, and it provides

interesting alternatives to traditional interaction tech-

niques within social settings, games, public places, for

encouraging exercise, and in mobile settings. Using

movement-based interfaces, however, can be strenuous

and is thus less suited for continuous e.g. desktop work.

Location-aware games [1], fitness games [2], and

interfaces based on accelerometer input [3, 4] are

examples of already available systems based on

movement-based interaction.

Cameras are a common ubiquitous sensor in move-

ment-based interfaces and the wide-spread use of

camera phones and webcams makes camera-based

computer vision a feasible platform for novel inter-

faces. Hence applications that use real-time camera

input are already common within the research areas of

tangible user interfaces (TUIs), virtual reality, sensor-

based computing, ubiquitous computing, pervasive

computing, and augmented reality. Within the com-

puter vision community there is thus a great interest in

analysing and extracting information from the video

stream and use this information to provide new ways of

interaction [5, 6]. However, little research has focused

on how to actually use vision to design applications and

on how to describe, compare, and characterise differ-

ent approaches towards camera-based interfaces.

In this paper we focus on movement-based interac-

tion that uses cameras to detect movement. Cameras

have a limited field of view and the area within the

camera’s view can be seen as a bounded space. We call
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this space a camera space. It is only within this space

movements can be detected and registered. By map-

ping the movement within a camera space to a virtual

space in an application a combined space is obtained.

We refer to this type of space as a mixed interaction

space [7] pointing to the space being both physical and

virtual. The mixed interaction space is a subset of the

mixed reality concept with a major focus on space.

Based on our work with these types of spaces we

present a conceptual framework for movement-based

interaction based on camera spaces. The framework is

grounded in four projects briefly described and dis-

cussed. Due to the spatial nature of camera spaces we

have drawn on an architectural understanding of space

which will be unfolded later on in this paper. The

framework is built around the three central concepts of

space, relations, and feedback. The concept of space

describes properties of the mixed interaction space.

The mapping between the captured physical move-

ments and the virtual domain is captured by the con-

cept of relations. The concept of feedback finally

describes how the digital events are visualized to the

users. The framework is finally used to present and

discuss a number of movement-based interfaces, and

hereby we demonstrate how the presented framework

provides explanatory power beyond the scope of our

own projects.

1.1 Related work

Within several different research fields there are

frameworks and taxonomies briefly touching upon the

capabilities and aspects of camera sensor technologies.

Together these frameworks form an important base,

but being too general in their nature none of these go

into depth with the specifics and potentials of camera-

based interaction technologies and the use of them. As

the main contribution of this paper is to present a

conceptual framework for movement-based interfaces

using camera tracking, we here present a short over-

view over some of the extensive related work, and use

this as a springboard to a more in depth analysis.

In [8] Mackay presents the concept of augmented

reality as opposite to the, then, increasing focus on

virtual reality. Three basic strategies to augmented

reality are presented, where video cameras as tracking

sensors are used as examples to augmenting the envi-

ronment surrounding the user and the object, but not

discussed further. In [9] Benford et al. analyse sensor-

based interfaces in general, including a discussion of

camera-tracking. They point out several problems

with camera-tracking, such as the number of cameras

needed, the frame rate, the field of view limits the

extent of traceable surfaces, and that camera-tracking

systems are usually unable to cope with different ob-

jects, multiple objects, occlusion, and changes in

lightning. The two papers do not further discuss the

possibilities with this technology. We take the opposite

approach and explore how camera-tracking systems’

strengths and weaknesses can be used in the process of

developing movement-based interfaces.

In [10], Abowd et al. state that research in ubiqui-

tous computing implicitly requires addressing some

notion of scale, whether in the number and type of

devices, the physical space of distributed computing, or

the number of people using a system. They posit a new

area of applications research, everyday computing,

focussed on scaling interaction with respect to time.

Scale is further discussed by Ullmer and Ishii in the

conceptual framework [11], which focuses on the

characteristics of TUI. Tangible interfaces are here

divided into groups labelled spatial, constructive,

relational, and associative. Camera-tracking systems

can be found in all of the presented groups. The paper

states that several concepts need to be explored fur-

ther, e.g. physical scale and distance. Our aim is to

continue some of these discussions by focusing on e.g.

the aspects of space and scale in camera-tracking sys-

tems.

In [12] Holmquist et al. strive to create a common

vocabulary to systems where a physical object is used

to access digital information stored outside the object.

In Fishkin’s taxonomy for tangible user interfaces [13],

categorizations and definitions from previous frame-

works are unified, such as the vocabulary of [12] and

the classification system from [14]. Fishkin further

suggests that tangible user interfaces are leaving the

traditional computer-human interfaces into the realm

of human interfaces in general, and draws more to-

wards the communities of industrial design, kinesthe-

siology, architecture, and anthropology. We agree in

this change in departure for TUIs in general, and

especially for systems based on camera-tracking. In our

work we have a base in the conventional computer

virtual world, but we use inspiration and relations from

the physical world, especially from the fields of archi-

tecture and kinesthesiology.

Surely, a lot have been left out, but the frameworks

presented here are examples that cover a wide spec-

trum and involve different general perspectives on

camera-tracking systems. These frameworks create a

framing to the context of camera-based systems, and

they provide tools of how to analyse, define, and re-

design different types of systems in this wide context.

Still, we stress the need for a more specific tool

developed for camera-tracking, since these related
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frameworks present a too general picture and do not

pay enough respect to the specific characteristics of

camera spaces.

2 Movement-based applications in camera spaces

To frame and inspire the discussion of the movement-

based framework we start out with a brief presentation

of four selected movement-based projects. The first

two applications are developed around an interactive

floor with a ceiling mounted camera-tracking the peo-

ple within the camera space. The last two applications

use the mobile phone’s camera to track different fea-

tures, e.g. circles, coloured objects, or a person’s face.

The movement passed to the application is either the

movement of the camera (the mobile device) or the

movement of the tracked objects.

2.1 Application one: iFloor

iFloor is an interactive floor facilitating the exchange of

information between users of a public library, as well

as bringing some of the services that the library offers

on the internet into the physical library. A video

tracking system tracks the movements and size of the

people present along the edges of the display. A single

person or a group of people will attract a circular

cursor that expands and highlights the different ques-

tions and answers displayed on the floor. As soon as a

person is recognized by the camera within the legiti-

mate space a string is drawn from the shared cursor to

the person indicating a successful established relation

and ongoing interaction. The cursor distributes a string

to each person around the floor and calculates the

resulting vector which determines the overall move-

ment direction. The cursor is shared between all par-

ticipants, why a collaborative effort and physical

movement is necessary in order to navigate the cursor

on the floor [15]. The iFloor prototype and the tracked

movements are illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2 Application two: StorySurfer

StorySurfer is an interactive floor application displaying

book covers which provide an alternative way for chil-

dren to browse the library’s collection of books. The

book covers are evoked by stepping on buttons on the

edge of the floor. Each button is associated with a

keyword. Hitting a keyword button will evoke a cloud-

like shape on the floor containing book covers associ-

ated to the selected keyword; overlapping clouds

contain book covers associated with several keywords.

A cover can be further examined by moving into the

floor. Each person entering the floor and the camera

space is provided with a cursor in the shape of a

‘‘magnifying lens’’ oriented and positioned in front of

the user turning towards the centre of the floor. Thus the

‘‘lens’’ is controlled by the children’s body movements.

Keeping the lens icon still over a projected book cover

causes it to enlarge for better inspection and maintain-

ing the position even a bit longer will cause the image to

move across the floor to an interactive table [16].

Figure 2 shows the StorySurfer prototype and the

tracked movements.

2.3 Application three: ImageZoomViewer

The ImageZoomViewer that is built on the Mixis

tracking technique [17] is an application for mobile

devices. It uses movement-based interaction to navi-

gate in a map or a large image. The mobile device

tracks either a hand-drawn circle, any coloured object,

or the user’s own face if the device is equipped with a

second camera pointing towards the user. If the mo-

bile device is close to the feature the application

zooms in on the map, if the device is far away from

the feature the application zooms out, if the device is

to the left, right, up, or down in relation to the

tracked feature the application pans accordingly.

Figure 3 shows the ImageZoomViewer application

running on a mobile phone and a diagram of the

tracked movements. [17]

Fig. 1 The iFloor prototype
and a diagram of the tracked
movements
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2.4 Application four: Photo-Swapper

The Photo-Swapper is built on the Mixis tracking

technique [17]. Photo-Swapper is an application that

allows the mobile phone to operate a cursor on a

shared display. Several users can connect to the

shared display with their own personal device result-

ing in several simultaneous cursors. The cursor can be

moved on the shared display by moving the mobile

device in relation to the tracked feature: moving the

device closer to the feature results in a pick-up action,

while moving the device away from the feature is

mapped to a drop action. It is possible for up to seven

users to connect to the same shared display, thus

operating seven independent camera spaces simulta-

neously and using them as input in the same appli-

cation. Figure 4 shows the Photo-Swapper application

and a diagram of three camera spaces connected to

the shared display. [18]

2.5 Application summary

Despite the projects different foci, setups, and use sit-

uations we present some recurrent themes binding

these projects together. The main findings from the

individual projects are presented elsewhere [15, 16, 17,

18].

First, movement and space play a central role in the

four presented applications, but are used in different

ways. In the first two applications the tracked features

are human bodies moving around in a large static

camera space, whereas in the last two applications it is

the entire camera space that moves in relation to a set

of tracked features and not the tracked features that

move within the camera space.

Second, a special relationship exists between the

camera and the features being tracked and used for

interacting with the system. In application one and

two several features (human shapes) are tracked and

Fig. 2 The StorySurfer
prototype and a diagram of
the tracked movements

Fig. 3 The ImageZoomViewer prototype navigating in a map with gestures and a diagram of the tracked movements
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all user movements affect the system. In applications

three and four a single feature (a symbol, a coloured

object, or the user’s face) is tracked, where changes in

the location of the feature as well as changes in the

camera position will affect the interaction. We call the

relationship between the camera and a tracked feature

a relation, because it is the changes in this relationship

that trigger the interaction.

Third, these interfaces are not traditional desktop

interfaces, why there is a clear need as well as many

possibilities for providing user feedback. We distin-

guish between feedback mainly focused on the input

system (input feedback), and feedback from the

application about its state (application feedback).

In application one and two the input feedback is

provided visually on the floor on top of the application

feedback. In application three input feedback is visu-

ally overlaid the application feedback but in a very

limited screen area. Finally, in application four all

feedback is moved from the mobile device onto the

shared display, combining input feedback and appli-

cation feedback on the same display for multiple users.

The feedback used in these applications is purely visual

but other types of feedback will also be discussed.

Based on our work with the above described appli-

cations we hence find space, relation, and feedback to

be central concepts useful for describing, explaining,

and comparing movement-based interfaces based on

camera spaces. Relations describe how users manipu-

late the system and provide input. Feedback describes

how the computer system informs the user about its

state and provides output, and space provides a context

for the interaction by constraining and influencing the

way in which interaction can take place.

3 Describing movement-based interaction in camera

spaces: three central concepts

3.1 Space

A camera space has the shape of a pyramid. Close to a

tracked feature the space is small, but expands the

further away from the feature the camera is, until it

finally blurs out (when a feature is too far away from

the camera to be registered). Combined with a digital

application the space becomes what we call a mixed

interaction space. The mixed interaction space is the

combination of a physical camera space and a digital

application space, existing within the same setting. The

setting can be seen as a physical space containing the

mixed interaction space, e.g. a library, a hallway, a

street corner, or an office.

Interaction, which results in a division of space be-

tween what is interaction sensitive and what is not, can

only occur within the camera space. Before the Bau-

haus period [19] space was understood and defined as a

container that could contain other containers (spaces).

During the Bauhaus period space was seen as a con-

tinuum where spaces dynamically would intertwine

Fig. 4 The Photo-Swapper
prototype and a diagram of
the camera spaces and
feedback areas

Fig. 5 Scales of camera
spaces; diagram showing how
the same camera space can
adapt to different scales of
space and feature
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and flow among each other. This continuous space was

changed by the observer moving in space. In our work

we expand this understanding of space further through

ubiquitous computing and virtual augmentations. With

the dynamic nature of digital systems and interfaces

the perception of space is not only changed by the

observers moving point of view, but the space itself is

dynamic, both regarding appearance and functionality.

We hence see space as being highly defined by the

potential functionalities afforded by areas or spaces

within a continuous space, and not only as a container

defined by a three-dimensional set of physical and

virtual boundaries.

We see space and the physical environment as a

design resource open to virtual and interactive aug-

mentation. Using camera-based interaction we can

design spaces that correspond perfectly with traditional

physical spaces, where different connected but dis-

tributed spaces afford different functions and norms

for social and working behaviours. An example of this

is the kitchen where you cook, compared with the

living room where you can crash on the couch and

watch TV. As camera spaces are physically constrained

they mime the pure physical spaces loaded with a

certain functionality, however the augmented digital

properties make the nature of these spaces different

from traditional spaces for a number of reasons.

Camera spaces can afford numerous functionalities

depending on the specific user/users, time of day, kind

of activity, and so on. This opens up for temporary

ownerships of space or situations where different users

of the camera space perceive it the space differently in

a use perspective, or don’t see it at all. Furthermore,

functions are usually associated with specific parts of

our built environment as e.g. the kitchen or bathroom,

but camera spaces can adapt to any space because of its

multi-scaled nature, understood in the sense that the

kitchen has a scale that is adjusted to the human body,

whereas camera spaces can take on any scale. As the

camera space is not a physical container but just an

area with extra or advanced properties, it can be

established, moved, or wiped out instantly, changing

the way user and space can engage and interact with

the environment. Figure 5 shows how a camera space

can be scaled to cover from small objects to several

users depending on the distance from the camera to the

tracked objects.

As computer systems migrate into our physical

environments space becomes an important player in

the design of future interactive environments. There-

fore we have to accept and play with the properties of

physical space and their influences on the types of

interactions. We characterize the camera space by a

number of properties—type, scale, and orientation.

The four above described applications show how the

camera space can either be static or dynamic. In static

camera spaces movement occurs when tracked features

move in the camera space. In dynamic camera spaces it

is the camera space itself that moves in relation to the

tracked feature, see Fig. 6.

In the large scale applications iFloor and StorySur-

fer the camera space is static and the ceiling-mounted

camera tracks the people who, at the same time, are

the users of the system. In the small scale applications

(ImageZoomViewer and Photo-Swapper) the camera

space is dynamic and used to track primarily small

static features. The user is in charge of moving and

orienting the camera space.

Another property we have identified regarding

space is the orientation of the camera space. As de-

scribed earlier the camera space exists within a larger

but continuous space. The importance of orientation is

highly related to scale, and the relation between the

user and the space. If we look at basic architectural

elements such as walls, floors, and ceilings taking part

in the definition and framing of physical space, we see

that the orientation of the camera space influences the

way in which a feature, being static or dynamic, can

interact with the system. The floor is due to gravity our

most shared architectural surface [20], why we as hu-

mans are used to act on the horizontal plane, see Fig. 7.

As gravity forces objects to the ground, tracked fea-

tures in a horizontal camera-space will most often exist

on the two dimensional ground plan. Trackingwise the

horizontal ground plan serves as a two-dimensional

coordinate system for measuring positions and move-

ments of tracked features. Orienting the space in the

vertical direction, e.g. towards a wall, affords a new set

of potential interactions where the feature has to

overcome gravity. Most features will not continue

to hang in free space, thus this type of space is similar

to many situations where gestures and acting are used.

Further acting within a vertical camera space the no-

tion of a solid plane is replaced by a more free space in

which the z-axis roughly seen as the distance between

feature and camera can play a more dominant role in

the feature moving away or towards the camera. This

difference is most prominent with the larger scale

camera spaces, where the users are the features

themselves. With dynamic camera spaces orientation

becomes less important because of the user’s changed

role from being a tracked acting feature to controlling

the entire camera space. In these setups the focus on

physical space diminishes because gravity in some

sense has less influence—we are able to move the

world.
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3.2 Relations

Where space defines the context for movement-based

interaction, relations describe the connection between

a camera and the tracked features within the camera

space.

3.2.1 Entities and properties

A relation is an edge between a camera node and a

tracked feature node. The edge can have a number of

properties, and since vision algorithms are able to track

multiple features a single camera can have multiple

attached edges connected to the different features.

However, a feature can also be tracked by different

cameras, implying that also a feature can have multiple

edges attached. Figure 8 shows how an interaction

relation is created as a feature enters a camera space

and how several relations can exist simultaneously.

The Mixis ImageZoomViewer application only uti-

lizes a single relation between the mobile device’s

camera and a tracked feature (circle, object or user’s

face). In the iFloor application multiple features in

form of human shapes are tracked within one camera

space. Every time a new person enters the camera

space a new relation is created, but the relation is not

associated with a specific identity and no distinction is

made between the different users. The Photo-Swapper

application is the opposite case, where multiple camera

spaces are facilitated, still with only a single relation

associated to each space. The different relations are

combined by the shared application where each user is

able to manipulate the interface and receive feedback,

see Fig. 4.

A relation can be described by a set of properties

that defines the potential interaction inputs. The

number of properties depends on the algorithm used to

analyse the input from the camera. The presence of a

feature (on/off), the position of the feature in 1D, 2D

or 3D space, rotation of the feature, the feature’s size,

its state, identity, or information about uncertainty, are

examples of properties associated with a relation.

Interaction is triggered by mapping a different action

to changes in a relation’s property.

The number of relations and the number of prop-

erties associated with each relation greatly determine

the complexity of the interaction. With a complex

setup there is a great need to visualize the way in which

the user is actually able to influence the application

through feedback. The iFloor application directly

visualizes the relations present by drawing a line be-

tween the cursor and each user (tracked feature).

Furthermore, each relation contains a 2D location and

a size property based on the volume of the tracked

Fig. 6 Static and dynamic camera spaces; a static camera space and dynamic features, b 2D dynamic camera space and static feature,
c 3D dynamic camera space and static feature

Fig. 7 Orientation of camera
spaces; a none, b horizontal,
c vertical

Fig. 8 Relations between feature and camera; a none, b one relation, c two relations, d movement
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object. Changes in the size property control the force

associated with each user’s pull in the cursor.

The Mixis applications use only a single relation, but

this relation has a 3D location property, and can have a

1D rotation property as well. This design space opens

up for a 3D spatial interface, and is hence richer

compared to both StorySurfer and iFloor. The Image-

ZoomViewer application maps the movement in the

physical space directly to pan and zoom in the appli-

cation and it is therefore possible to pan and zoom

simultaneously.

We found direct input and gesture input to be two

different approaches on how to map changes in a

relation’s property to actions within an application.

Direct input describes a mapping strategy where

changes in a relation’s properties directly influence the

application. E.g. when a feature is positioned to the left

in a camera space an application starts scrolling left.

Gesture input describes a strategy where changes in a

relation’s property is monitored over time and mat-

ched to predefined patterns.

3.2.2 Multi-user interaction

With multi-user systems the relation concept opens up

for a discussion about how to map the different rela-

tions to the multiple users. In the StorySurfer appli-

cation each user is given a separate relation associated

with an independent cursor. While one user browses

the floor content by moving on the floor and hereby

invoking a change in the position property, other users

can use the magnifying lens to examine a book by

standing still, hereby starting a selection timer. The

Photo-Swapper also gives each user a separate relation,

but in this application each relation is associated with

its own camera. In the Photo-Swapper the relations

have an extra property where the colour of the tracked

feature is transferred to the corresponding cursor on

the shared display as a sort of an identity.

3.3 Feedback

Movement-based interaction in camera spaces is

problematic in the sense that the interaction tool is

invisible to the user. The user cannot see what the

camera registers or what the algorithms applied cal-

culate. Feedback is hence important in order to visu-

alize the relations that govern the interaction.

Feedback from movement-based systems can be di-

vided into input feedback and application feedback.

Input feedback focuses on telling the user that the

input system is actually working; that a relation exists,

and that the user is able to control its properties.

Bellotti et al. call it attention and use it to describe the

problem of knowing when the system is ready and

attending to actions [20].

Application feedback provides feedback about the

application and its state. Bellotti et al. call this type of

feedback alignment and address how to tell the users

that the system does the right thing [21].

In the iFloor application input feedback about the

relations is provided by a special cursor with a number

of strings to each user. The application feedback is

simultaneously provided on the floor in form of pic-

tures, questions, and videos, which are highlighted and

expanded as the cursor moves over them.

The four presented applications mainly use visual

feedback and during our research it became evident

that visual feedback needed to be provided close to the

user’s focus area. To further analyse feedback we

found it useful to study focus shifts inspired by Bød-

ker’s work [23]. Bødker differentiates between focus

shifts that are deliberate and focus shifts resulting from

breakdowns and unsuccessful interaction design.

In the first iteration of Photo-Swapper we had two

sources of feedback. The shared display showed

information about the cursor and provided application

feedback, whereas the display on the mobile device

showed information about the position of the feature in

the camera space (input feedback). This resulted in a

below-average performance and user experience be-

cause of constant focus shifts between the mobile de-

vice’s display and the shared display. We addressed this

issue by designing a special cursor on the shared dis-

play with information about the input feedback previ-

ously provided on the phone. By eliminating a large

number of focus shifts we were able to greatly improve

the performance of the system. Figure 9 shows the

different options for visual feedback in the Photo-

Swapper setup.

4 Analysis of movement-based interaction systems

In this section we use the presented conceptual

framework to analyse other movement-based interac-

tion systems in order to demonstrate the framework’s

explanatory abilities. Furthermore, we use these sys-

tems to clarify our conceptual framework and fill in

the gaps of the design space not covered by our own

work, for instance non-visual feedback. The systems

are selected as prototypes representing a number of

different approaches to movement-based camera

space interaction.
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4.1 A number of movement-based systems

Sony Eyetoy is a motion recognition camera that plugs

into a Playstation2 game console. The camera detects

movements in the vertical plane from a user, and

delimited areas of the screen are able to register input

motion during a limited time period. In Beat Freak

players are required to move their hands over a

speaker in one of the four corners of the screen

simultaneously as a CD flies across the speaker [24].

Urp is a tangible interface for urban planning, based

on a workbench for simulating the interactions among

buildings in an urban environment. The interface

combines series of physical building models and

interactive tools with an integrated projector/camera/

computer node, the ‘‘I/O Bulb.’’ [14].

Mouthesizer consists of a miniature head-mounted

camera which acquires video input from the region of

the mouth. It extracts the shape of the mouth with a

computer vision algorithm, and converts shape param-

eters to MIDI commands, so that the users’ facial ges-

tures control a synthesizer or musical effects device. [25]

Kick Ass Kung Fu is a large display martial arts

game installation where the player fights virtual ene-

mies with kicks, punches, and acrobatic moves such as

cartwheels. With the use of real-time image processing

and computer vision the user’s video image is embed-

ded inside 3D graphics. By shouting the player can go

into a special power mode for a limited time. [26]

The ARTennis is a face-to-face collaborative appli-

cation for mobile phones that use a set of three

ARToolkit markers arranged in a line. When the play-

ers point the connected camera phones at the markers

they can see and play on a virtual tennis court model

superimposed over the real world. [27]

The above described projects are analysed based on

the framework and presented in Table 1.

5 Discussion

By using the above described framework to analyse

different movement-based interaction applications a

picture is starting to form of how these applications

relate and differ. By looking at the space property in

Table 1 we see that the applications generally fall into

two groups; they either use static spaces or dynamic

spaces. The applications that use dynamic spaces are

generally used to support mobile interaction, while the

static spaces are augmentations of specific physical

spaces. The Mouthesizer application provides an

interesting combination: while the space is static the

whole setup is mobile. In the selected projects only

applications based on dynamic spaces use multiple

spaces, e.g. ARtoolkit tennis and Photo-Swapper;

however, applications that combine e.g. two static

spaces appear as an uninhabited space open for

exploration by new applications.

Looking at the orientation we have three different

types represented: horizontal surface, vertical surface,

or a dynamic space. Looking at Table 1 scale and ori-

entation seem to be related. To use a horizontal ori-

entation setup tracking human movements requires a

large surface to move on, e.g. a floor, whereas if the

setup scale is smaller and the tracking objects are e.g.

limbs or objects a table top is more suitable (Urp). The

applications that use dynamic spaces can potentially be

used with large scale spaces, however, most of the

applications we have looked at use relatively small

spaces (ARTennis, Photo-Swapper and ImageZoom-

Viewer). The applications we have chosen cover the

scale from multiple human shapes to small objects, thus

since camera spaces can be resized freely (only

depending on the optics in the camera) this conceptual

framework will also be able to describe and analyse

smaller or larger camera spaces, e.g. spaces under a

microscope or tracking cars in a parking lot.

With relations, the tracked feature is often closely

connected to the scale of the space in use. Many pro-

jects use several relations, and in most of the projects a

single user is given control of only one relation, and the

relation controls a single cursor or object. However,

two applications are interesting to point out. In Kick-

AssKungFu one user controls several relations as each

limb of the body is used to control a relation. In iFloor

the approach is exactly the opposite since several users

are given their own relation, and these relations are

coupled to a single cursor.

Fig. 9 Options of input-
feedback and application-
feedback; a local feedback,
b local and remote feedback,
c remote feedback
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Concerning feedback, the chosen applications

mainly rely on visual feedback, only the Mouthesizer

rely purely on auditory feedback. Even though several

applications using more ambient feedback can be

found and designed, the use of visual feedback seems

to be the most common feedback mechanism for

movement-based camera-space systems. To minimize

focus shifts almost all the discussed applications use

overlays or special cursors to present input feedback

close to the application feedback.

Since some of these applications rely on complex

interaction with multiple relations with many properties

a standard cursor provides too little input feedback,

hence specially designed cursors or overlays that visu-

alize the properties of the relations need to be consid-

ered and designed. In the ImageZoomViewer

application the cursor uses colours and changes in its size

to visualize the distance to the feature and the presence/

non-presence of a feature. In the KickAssKungFu input

feedback is addressed by letting the user be the cursor,

and all movements are thus mirrored in real time.

However, in EyeToy Beat Freak the application feed-

back is weaker. Tracking the limbs being or not being in

the right position of the camera space to intersect with an

object in space-time only confirm the user in being right

or wrong, the application do not provide the user with

any type of information in orientation, for instance if

leaning too much to the left. In Larssen et al. [22] an

evaluation of Sony EyeToy was performed on how

movement as input would hold as communication in the

interaction. The evaluation highlights how challenging it

would be to facilitate the interaction, without the use of a

conventional GUI for feedback, even though the inter-

action is not based on detailed knowledge of orientation.

A further issue to discuss in relation to designing

camera spaces is frame rate. All the projects described

here are exploiting the maximum possible frame rate

for the camera to give instant feedback. The frame rate

can be seen as a property that connects the relation

between space and feature dealing with the match or

mismatch between physical space time and interaction

space time, which could inspire to new ways of

designing camera space interfaces.

6 Conclusion

Building camera tracking systems is not only about

developing technically sound algorithms. Being able to

describe and understand the design possibilities and

limitations is an equally important factor in the

development of a successful system.

With this conceptual framework we have covered

some basic concepts relating to movement-based

interaction using camera tracking, but there are other

important concepts we have left for future work.

Mapping, privacy, tracking inaccuracy, ambient feed-

back, and affordance seem equally relevant, but to

focus our discussion we have chosen the space, relation

and feedback concepts.

With the space concept, properties of the setting

that the system is deployed in are taken into account.

Relation describes different approaches for mapping

tracked features to interaction, and feedback address

how the users are informed about the events taking

place within the digital application. These concepts

have proven not only to be useful for analysing our

own four applications, but also to point out interesting

aspects of a number of other very different movement-

based camera tracking applications.

We believe the framework and table presented in

this article can be used to describe and analyse a wide

variety of movement-based applications in camera

spaces. The aim has been to present both a general

conceptual framework for comparison as well as pro-

vide concrete suggestions for the analysis of individual

applications. We also hope that this framework will be

useful for exploring novel variants and approaches to

the design of movement-based applications with cam-

era spaces.
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